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STUDYING KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER WITH WEBLOGS IN SMALL AND MEDIUM
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Abstra t. Weblogs are widely known as a te hnology that allows publishing textual ontent in reverse hronologi al order,
often expressing the subje tive points of view of a single or multiple weblog authors. The simpli ity and autonomy of weblogs is
assumed to play a fundamental role in their popularity and their ability to transform impli it knowledge into expli it forms. In
re ent years, enterprises began to experiment with weblogs to fa ilitate inter- and intraorganizational knowledge sharing. Although
weblogs have been in reasingly adopted in a orporate ontext, sound exploratory and explanatory knowledge and theories about
weblog adoption pra ti es in orporoate ontexts are missing. A ri h toolset of network-analyti te hniques exists to analyze the
vast amount of ele troni tra es produ ed by large weblog networks. However, in small and medium enterprises, ele troni tra es
are sparse due to the la k of a riti al amount of weblogs being maintained, and weblog ommuni ations are intervowen with
oine ex hanges. This requires resear hers to adopt and develop new analyti al te hniques and on epts for advan ing the state of
resear h on weblogs. Our paper is intended to expand existing resear h on orporate weblogs by studying weblog adoption pra ti es
for knowledge transfer purposes in Small and Medium Enterprises. In this paper, we report sele ted ndings from a ase study in
whi h a weblog was used to fa ilitate knowledge transfer in an SME. The overall ontributions of our paper are deep insights into
a single ase of a weblog adoption in a small and medium enterprise and the formulation of a set of tentative hypothesis.
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1. Introdu tion.

Weblogs enjoy great popularity establishing a well-known sour e of user generated

tent on the Web. They benet from the
where the fo us lies on user-generated

ontent and lightweight servi e based ar hite tures. Being a `log of the

web', the term weblog, attributed to Jorn Barger, refers to websites on whi h entries are
in reverse

on-

urrent Web 2.0 trend in internet te hnologies and business models [20℄
ommonly presented

hronologi al order [21℄. Termed as Enterprise 2.0 [16℄ or Corporate Web 2.0 [26, 29℄,

identied an untapped potential in weblogs

ompanies have

ontributing to their business goals.

As a so io-te hni al obje t of investigation, weblogs frame a broad area for interdis iplinary resear h. They
be ame a new form of 'mainstream personal ommuni ation' [24℄ for millions of people publishing and ex hanging
knowledge, thereby

onne ting like minded people and establishing networks of relationships. Weblogs seem

ideal for experts sharing their expertise with a large audien e, but they also appear suited for `ordinary' people
who want to share stories with smaller groups [30℄. Exploring the motivation of bloggers on the web, [18℄ found
that blogging is an unusually versatile medium, used for everything from spontaneously releasing emotion to
supporting

ollaboration and

ommunity. However, there is also eviden e that bloggers value sharing of their

presented thoughts without getting the intensive feedba k asso iated with other forms of
and [8℄

hara terized blogs as a medium having limited intera tivity,

modal number of

ommuni ation [18℄. [7℄

ompared to e.g. listserv. [8℄ found the

omments in individual blogs to be zero, indi ating the low level of intera tion within the

majority of weblogs.
In a

orporate

ontext, weblogs enjoy popularity in the form of organizational blogs.

are (1) maintained by people who post in an o ial or semi-o ial

Often, su h blogs

apa ity at an organization, (2) endorsed

expli itly or impli itly by that organization, and (3) posted by a person per eived by the audien e to be
learly aliated with the organization [11℄. Employees are in reasingly disseminating information about their
experien es and progress at work to the publi
been heralded as a paradigm shift for the way
the ability of restoring a human fa e to a
extending the

[4℄.

From a

ustomers. They provide

ompany's self-presentation with respe t to information te hnology

ustomer relationship [3℄. Aiming towards a

taxonomy des ribing elds of appli ations and up oming
In an Enterprise 2.0 movement [16℄,

orporate view, utilization of weblogs has even

ompanies are intera ting with their
ategorization of

orporate weblogs, [33℄

reated a

hallenges for weblogs.

ompanies started to adopt wikis and weblogs, supporting knowledge

transfer and aiming to fa ilitate and improve their employees' knowledge work. Both tools entail the potential of
making the pra ti es of knowledge work and their output more visible and graspable. A

ording to [23℄, knowl-

edge transfer is the uni-dire tional targeted transfer of knowledge from individual A to individual B. Knowledge
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sharing is an extension to knowledge transfer, where knowledge ows in both dire tions, from individual A to
individual B and vi e versa. Corporate weblogs may

ontribute to

odi ation and personalization of organiza-

tional knowledge [10℄. Examining internal weblogs in proje t management within Mi rosoft, [6℄ identied the
ne essity of further empiri al studies on the topi

of internal

orporate weblogs.

Empiri al studies of weblogs from a ademia exploring internal

orporate weblogs remain s ar e, and they

tend to fo us on large s ale enterprises, whi h make up just a minority of all enterprises worldwide. After a
brief literature review on literature with expli it fo us on weblog networks within large-s ale enterprises, we will
address the need for empiri al inquiries

on erning the adoption of weblogs within small and medium enterprises

(SMEs). In small and medium enterprises, ele troni
weblogs being maintained and the weblog

tra es are sparse due to the la k of a

riti al amount of

ommuni ations are often interwoven with oine ex hanges. This

ir umstan e requires resear h to adopt and develop new analyti al te hniques and

on epts for advan ing the

state of the art on weblogs in small and medium enterprises. Our presented ndings are based on an exploratory
ase study

ondu ted in an Austria SME settled in the ICT industry and employing 50 knowledge workers. We

analyze stru ture and properties of this internal weblog and expli itly probe its impa t on knowledge transfer.
Our

ontributions are deep insights into a single

ase of a weblog adoption in a small and medium enterprise and

the formulation of tentative hypotheses to be tested in further studies. Finally, we

on lude with a summary

and a dis ussion on the limitation of our resear h.

2. Related Work.

Compared to the number of s ienti

those publi ations fo using on internal weblogs in
fa t that it is more
sensitivity and
the a

ess to

publi ations on the topi

of weblogs in total,

orporate settings are s ar e. A signi ant reason may be the

hallenging for resear hers to investigate a weblog within a

onden e of the published information, su h weblogs are  losed

riti al business information published, a

orporate

ontext. Due to the

orporate systems. Be ause of

lose relationship of the resear her towards the enterprise

is an inevitable pre ondition.
Four exemplary publi ations fo us on a single

ase within a big multinational enterprise having a large set of

weblogs [12, 9, 5, 14℄. Su h a weblog network already owns stru tures and properties similar to the Blogosphere,
a

olle tive term for the population of weblogs on the Web [25℄.

Solely through examining ele troni

tra es

reated by weblog users, interesting ndings about weblogs have been reported.
To learn more about stru tures and properties of internal weblogs within organizations, [12℄ investigated
the internal Blogosphere of IBM. The weblog network was visualized as a so ial graph based on ele troni
tra es, where bloggers and
between them in terms of

ommentators

onstituted the nodes while the edges symbolized the relationships

omments and tra kba ks. The authors

laimed to be the rst to

hara terize a so ial network expressed by weblogs within an enterprise.

omprehensively

They presented new te hniques to

model the impa t of a weblog post based on its range within an organizational hierar hy using mathemati al
operations but leaving an empiri al inquiry open.
[9℄ explored the so ial aspe ts of blogging within an unstated large-s ale enterprise using empiri al methods
of resear h. They analyzed both motivation of blogging individuals and their pra ti es of using weblogs. Pivotal
for their analysis was the observed phenomenon that busy bloggers published almost twi e as mu h
within weblogs they visited than posts in their own.

omments

The authors brought to light that weblogs are able to

strengthen the weak ties between bloggers. Furthermore weblogs enabled an informal me hanism to en ourage
disparate and widespread departments to go for a

onstru tive

onta t.

Weblogs provided good means for

employees to establish and maintain personal networks. Busy bloggers did not only

reate value for themselves,

but also for the medium weblog users.
The growing network of weblogs at Mi rosoft was investigated by [5℄.

They studied where, how and

why employees blogged, how personal the writing was in work related blogs and what happened when blogging
be ame a formal work obje tive. While Mi rosoft valued external

ustomer-oriented weblogs, a lot of skepti ism

existed towards internal weblogs to whi h no lear business purpose ould be attributed. Contrariwise to external
weblogs, internal ones were not formally supported by the

ompany. Employees were free to determine whether,

when and for what reason they blogged. A lot of bloggers des ribed blogging as a way of sharing passion for
their work and

ommuni ating dire tly with others inside and outside the

as a desire to reveal the human side of a

ompany. Many des ribed blogging

ompany, while others used weblogs purely for do umentation and

organization purposes.
[14℄ dis ussed roles and

hallenges of weblogs in internal

ommuni ation in a large-s ale ICT enterprise.

They identied a two-dimensional framework based on the type of internal blogs and the related modes of
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ommuni ation to fulll strategy im-

plementation goals and to foster informal intera tions. Furthermore, they hypothesized
orporate

ulture determine the su

orporate

limate and

ess of weblog adoption. Finding a balan e between formal guidan e and

self-e a y seems to be inevitable. In the view of the authors blogs oer an ee tive means for sharing knowledge
in organizations in an informal manner.

3. Resear h Setting.

The goal of our resear h was to probe an internal manager weblog evolving in

an Austrian ICT SME employing 50 knowledge workers.
for

The European Union provides a re ommendation

lassifying SMEs: SMEs are enterprises whi h employ less than 250 persons and have a maximum annual

turnover of 50 million EUR or 43 million EUR balan e sheet total.
SMEs

Due to the dierent basi

onditions in

ompared to those in large s ale enterprises, we also assume dierent properties and stru tures of internal

orporate weblogs. Our resear h was motivated by the la k of qualitative studies of weblogs in the
SMEs. Taken into a

ount that SMEs

omprise the majority of all enterprises worldwide, we a

ontext of

entuate the

relevan e of our study.
We

hose

the weblog,

ase study resear h as our preferred resear h te hnique, be ause the resear hed phenomenon,

an not be separated from its

ontext, i. e. supporting knowledge transfer. A

ase study is an empiri al inquiry that investigates a

ording to [32℄, `a

ontemporary phenomenon within its real-life

espe ially when the boundaries between phenomenon and

ontext are not

learly evident'. A

ontext,

ording to the

prin iple `use multiple sour es of eviden e' [32℄ dierent sour es of information had been taken into a
allowing us to address a broader range of histori al, attitudinal and behavioral issues. Any ndings su h a
study generates are likely to be more
hose an information-ri h

onvin ing and a

ount
ase

urate. Following Patton's re ommendations [22℄, we

ase providing many opportunities for learning.

We started investigating the weblog with respe t to its property to fa ilitate the knowledge transfer between
manager and employees. A
weblog

omparison between

ontent of e-mails sent by the manager to all employees and the

ontent is in luded. Furthermore, we had the

han e to interview the manager talking about his goals

and the strategies of the organization. We even re eived a
down the weblog for a short period of time. Finally we

ertain amount of

ontrol over the weblog, shutting

arried out a survey obtaining another set of ndings.

Using multiple sour es of eviden e enabled us to derive more a

ura y and relevant hypothesis in

ontrast to

using just a single sour e of data.
Together with the desktop resear h

ondu ted, we were able to make the following

ontributions:

•

We showed why a weblog was used in this parti ular organization and how it ae ted knowledge transfer.

•

We studied whether present te hniques from internal weblog resear h are appli able to weblog resear h

Furthermore we addressed the question of weblog adoption in terms of popularity and how to raise it.
in the

•

ontext of SMEs.

Resear hing weblogs in business settings is still la king s ienti
ploratory

rigor.

The overall goal of this ex-

ase-study was to formulate resear h questions and to develop tentative hypotheses des ribing

the adoption of weblogs in SMEs.

4. Condu ting the exploratory
4.1. Exploring the artefa t.
During a

ase-study.

We began our exploration by investigating the weblog's history of

reation:

riti al proje t meeting, the manager was reporting to all employees hourly but only for a short period

of time, thereby adopting a very personal writing style. After the meeting was nished, he expressed the desire
to obtain a weblog for future

overage of relevant information.

An instan e of Wordpress (http://www.wordpress.org) (li ensed under the GNU General Publi
had been installed on the Web server of the
remained unused within this

Li ense)

ompany. Wordpress provides many features, but most of them

ase: A blogroll in luding other weblogs or web-sites whi h are regularly visited by

the author was missing. The manager did neither insert hyperlinks to point to interesting internal or external
resour es, nor post multimedia-enri hed
a

ontent.

Communi ating

ondential information, this weblog was

essible from the intranet only.
We explored the weblog

ontent from both a qualitative perspe tive (i. e. what did the manager

ommu-

ni ate to employees) and a quantitative perspe tive (i. e. how often did the manager inform the employees).
From a quantitative perspe tive, we measured operational metri s su h as number and frequen y of posts and
omments. Besides

ommuni ating via the weblog, the manager used e-mail as a supplemental

ase of the investigated weblog, the reader group

hannel. In the

ould be limited to the population i. e. `all employees'.
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The manager mainly used the weblog to share knowledge about tasks a
resented organization.

mentioned in their paper. The
edge about

omplished on behalf of the rep-

Thereby he adopted a subje tive informal writing style, typi al for weblogs, as [11℄

ontra ts,

ommuni ated information was of both strategi

nature, e.g. in luding knowl-

hallenges, partner-a quisition or presentation of de isions from strategi

operative nature, e.g.

meetings, and

in luding reports from business trips and stories about the parti ipation at various

events. While information relevant for all employees was shared via the weblog, time- riti al information being
of parti ular interest to a limited group of employees was transported via personal talks, telephone
e-mails. Time- riti al information relevant for everybody was still

alls or

ommuni ated via internal e-mails to assure

the information transported rea hes all re eivers in time.

Quantitative analysis of the manager weblog
Table 4.1

month
number number min
max
avg
posts omments time dieren e between posts (in days)
May
8
0
5
1,1
June
5
1
2
14
5,6
July
9
0
7
3,7
August
3
2
21
10,3
September 2
8
18
13,0
O tober
1
19
19
19,0
November 2
5
24
15,0
From studying the ele troni

tra es we dete ted (1) a strong de rease of published posts over time and (2)

a rise in the average time dieren e of posts over time.
one

Furthermore, we observed the phenomenon of only

omment being posted during the entire duration of our study. We will seek explanations in the following

se tions, after extending the resear h s ope.

4.2. Extending the resear h s ope.

The analysis of internal weblogs in large-s ale

an be based upon extensive network data that is ele troni
internal

orporate weblogs

an be su

onstituted by

tra es of e.g.

orporate settings

relations between a large set of

omments, tra kba ks and blogrolls. Unfortunately, te hniques that

essfully applied in large enterprises [12℄, in luding network theory and so ial network analysis based

on ele troni

tra es,

an not be applied in the same way in SMEs.

In the

ontext of SMEs, there is often

only a single or a small set of weblogs involved, whi h renders typi al resear h measures of network approa hes
[31℄ su h as degree or

entrality of weblog networks impra ti al or even meaningless. Instead, it be omes more

interesting how a weblog interferes and interfa es with nodes (a tors) that are oinesu h as the dierent
stakeholders in an organization

ommuni ating with the weblog author. Our situation required extending the

s ope of analyzing purely ele troni

tra es as done in many studies of weblogs in large s ale enterprises or

in the Blogosphere to in luding oine tra es of a tors, reading or intera ting without authoring a weblog
themselves.
In this paper we argue that espe ially for small and medium enterprisesthough we expe t the same
argument to hold for large enterprises as welltraditional means of so ial network analysis are insu ient, due
to the ex lusive fo us on ele troni

tra es. Analyzing weblogs in SMEs requires methods that in lude the oine

ontext. There may not be enough ele troni

tra es to a

urately understand the stru ture and properties of

weblogs and how they may be embedded into SMEs. Therefore, phenomena whi h are investigated purely on
the basis of ele troni

tra es might turn out to be obvious, biased or simply wrong.

Our investigated

ase

involved just one internal weblog.
A so ial graph based on ele troni
onstru t.

We expe ted

in terms of popularity.

(online) tra es only depi ts the `internal Blogosphere' as a very simple

ommenting pra ti es to play an important indi ator for the su

By observing only one posted

ess of a weblog

omment, we rst assumed a very low interest of the

parti ular weblog within its possible audien e. However, we wanted to learn more about the respe tive weblog
and therefore extended our investigation to the oine a tors, as demonstrated in gure 4.1.

4.3. Condu ting an experiment.

Contrary to the approa h from Kolari [12℄ and our dis ussion in the

prior se tion, we emphasized that it is very useful to experien e the impa t of the weblog on nodes (a tors)
whi h are oine, not authoring weblogs themselves. We asked the subsequent questions:
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offline traces

weblog
commenter

weblog
author

electronic (online) traces
Fig. 4.1.

•
•

So ial graph based on ele troni (online) and non-ele troni (oine) tra es

How did dierent a tors per eive this weblog in the

ontext of knowledge transfer?

What were the benets for employees reading this weblog? Did employees ignore this weblog as a sour e
of information, and if so, why?

•

What was the rationale of just one

omment being published during the time of investigation?

We setup an experiment: First we dea tivated the weblog exa tly seven days after a post was

reated. By

sending an e-mail to ea h of the 50 employees, we asked whether they had read the re ent post and were able
to re all the

ontent. Our request was repeated on e to re eive a higher rate of return.

14 employees in total (28%) replied to our request. 11 employees (22%) were able to basi ally re ite the
ontent of the past weblog post. One employee expressed that he did not read the post. Two more employees
provided us with an explanation of their rationale being a nonreader.
web-based feed readers, but the respe tive RSS feed

They typi ally read weblogs within

ould not be subs ribed to in this way, due to a stri t

rewall at pla e at the organization. Therefore they did not read the posts. This fa t
oni t between manager and employees. Referring to [27℄, we assumed further goal

learly depi ted a goal

oni ts to be a reason for

weakening the intended knowledge transfer.
Analyzing the ndings of our experiment, we were able to derive the following tentative hypotheses from
the experiment:

•
•

Few

omments in SMEs' weblogs do not ne essarily equate few readers.

Spe i

IT infrastru tures (rewall) are able to

ountera t

orporate weblog pra ti es, redu ing the

ability of the parti ular weblog to fa ilitate knowledge transfer.

•

Studies of weblogs purely based on ele troni

tra es may lead to biased or wrong ndings. Having just

a single or a small set of weblogs, it is more interesting to examine the impa t of the weblog on oine
nodes (a tors). So ial network analysis

an be applied as well, but needs oine tra es as input data.

4.4. Condu ting a survey.
4.4.1. Survey Setup.
for a more detailed survey.

Our rst ndings dealing with the a tual reading behavior a
The goal of this survey was to in rease the a

entuated the need

ura y of our ndings regarding

motivation of weblog readers and nonreaders. Additionally, we intended to probe to what extent the goal of the
managerusing the weblog to fa ilitate knowledge transfer towards the employeeswas a hieved.
All employees who were able to remember the last weblog post during our experiment were requested via
e-mail to answer six questions

on erning their weblog reading pra ti es. This population formed group A

weblog readers. All employees refusing to reply in the experiment were surveyed using a dierent questionnaire
in luding further four questions. We probed their rationale of not reading the weblog, espe ially referring to
onditions under whi h they would

hange their mind. Be ause we were not able to eliminate the possibility of

also addressing readers, we atta hed the questionnaire for group A to that e-mail as well. All non readers were
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Weblog questionnaire(s)
Table 4.2

Weblog Survey
BNon readers

AReaders

A1: I read the weblog, be ause. . .
A2: How and from whi h lo ation do you read the weblog?
A3: How often do you read the weblog?
A4: From your point of view, is ommenting to the
orporate weblog post reasonable?
A5: To what extent is the manager able to improve the
weblog from a te hni al, an organizational, and a ontent perspe tive?
A6: Has the knowledge transfer from manager to employees been improved by the weblog ompared to the
previous (yes, rather yes, rather no, no)?

B1: I do not read the weblog be ause. . .
B2: I would read the weblog if. . .
B3: From your point of view, whi h parti ular a tivities are able to improve the knowledge transfer from
manager to employees?
B3.1: Do weblogs a ount for knowledge transfer instruments?

nally added to group B. The qualitative data generated by the respondents' answers was then transformed
into quantitative data by dening

ategories for the answers per question.

4.4.2. Survey Results and Interpretation.

We re eived 40 replies (80%) of 50 possible. Altogether 20

replies were re eived from members of group A (readers), and another 20 from those of group B (nonreaders).
In the following, questions raised and answers given by group A will be presented. The aim of questions
A1-A3 was to examine the motivation of employees reading the weblog. From an organizational perspe tive,
further attention is paid to what extent the manager's goal of informing the employees (a) had been a hieved
and (b) was in fa t a hievable by sele ting a weblog as an instrument for knowledge transfer.

80%

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%
Solely information about the
manager

Solely information about the
company
Fig. 4.2.

Information about manager and
company

Motivation to read the weblog

Other
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Question A1: I read the weblog, be ause. . .
Interpretation
Almost all replying employees

learly stated their interest in the tasks the manager was

arrying out.

They wanted to know, what their manager is a tually doing. One third stated a general interest in what was
happening within and in the periphery of their organization as well. They were

urious about

ompany strategy

and organizational development. Solely the knowledge provided by the manager motivated the employees to
read the weblog.

Even in SMEs, where fa e-to-fa e meetings are more frequent and knowledge is diusing

faster due to la king hierar hi al stru tures, there is a demand for su h a kind of

odied knowledge from a

prominent knowledge barrier. It appears that making the knowledge of a manager expli it by utilizing a weblog
will stimulate a group of employees to read the weblog in

orporate settings.

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%
Browser

RSS-Feed-Reader (Intranet)
Fig. 4.3.

RSS Plugin (Outlook)

Tools for reading the weblog

Question A2: How and from whi h lo ation do you read the weblog?
Interpretation
Ten employees used an ordinary Web browser, expli itly mentioning Internet Explorer and Mozilla Firefox.
Eight employees used RSS feed readers, while two employees went for an open sour e RSS plugin for Outlook. 16
employees read the weblog solely within the o e and three employees expli itly addressed the a
whi h we were also pointed out in our experiment. Be ause of the a
use web-based feed readers. This

onstraint

an

ess restri tion,

ess restri tion, employees were unable to

oni t with the employees' weblogs reading pra ti es. Reading

weblogs by subs ribing their feeds is more e ient than browsing them. However, half of the readers used a
web browser to periodi ally s an for new posts in the explored

ase. We assume personal training to be

ru ial

for establishing ee tive weblog pra ti es.

Question A3: How often do you read the weblog?
Interpretation
Half of the employees browsed the weblog for newly

reated posts at least on e a week, while ve employees

visited the weblog more infrequently and in broader intervals. From these ndings, we assumed reading this
parti ular weblog is more like a s an for newly

reated posts.

Only a minor group subs ribed to the RSS
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35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
multiple times per
week

weekly

Fig. 4.4.

multiple times per
month

monthly or less

ad-hoc (RSS)

Weblog reading behavior

feed, being notied after a post was published. Our results suggest that further training on (available) weblog
fun tionality is required even in ICT

ompanies.

The following question was aimed at exploring the reason of only one

omment being posted during the

time of investigation.

Question A4: From your point of view, is ommenting to the
able?
Interpretation

orporate weblog post reason-

Eight employees positively answered this question and quoted to mention dierent points of view to the
author, in luding additional information and aspe ts whi h had not been taken into
employees

medium, not a platform for sharing knowledge.
against

onsideration yet.

Six

learly answered with `no': The weblog was purely per eived as a unidire tional knowledge transfer

omments exist.

deliver an answer a

The remaining employees argued that reasons both for and

We found this question to be stated in some ambiguous way, therefore failing to

ording to our intention exploring the rationale of non- ommenting within this parti ular

weblog. Therefore, we try to re ommend answers referring to the respe tive literature on virtual

ommunities,

dis retionary databases and knowledge sharing.
From a virtual

ommunity resear h perspe tive and with respe t to [19℄ the observed behavior an be termed

with `lurking', when only a marginal fra tion of
the majority of users in ele troni

ommunity members a tively posts

ontent. Lurkers

onstitute

forums and platforms. They for example want to remain anonymous and

preserve priva y and safety, have no knowledge to oer, or simply do not feel a spe i

need to post.

By analyzing the so ial dynami s underlying knowledge sharing, [1℄ provide a so io-e onomi al explanation
for the identied phenomenon, the so
problem of so ial

alled knowledge sharing dilemma. They treat knowledge sharing as a

ooperation, manifesting in a so ial dilemma. In su h a dilemma, individuals maximize their

own pay-o for the

olle tive's loss. The SME employees may see little reward for sharing their knowledge in

the weblog and therefore they abstain.
When resear hing dis retionary databases, analyzing the individuals' voluntary

ontribution to an intera -

tive medium, [28℄ found dis retionary information generally undersupplied. Although the te hnology for storing
and distributing information is advan ing rapidly, Thorn and Conolly see little eviden e of parallel growth in
the understanding of how this potential

an best be harnessed. Due to their simpli ity, Weblogs may redu e the
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individual eort to

don't know

Commenting to a weblog post

ontribute knowledge. However, there are still

making the knowledge expli it and available in a

osts for individuals, related to the pro ess of

omment, and to the so ial dynami

the

omment may

ause

in the SME.
An overall question for all knowledge managers adopting weblogs deals with the rationale for users sharing
their knowledge: A known motive for users is to in rease their individual pay-o by sharing knowledge. The
higher the value for knowledge sharing for the individual, the greater the motivation will be [1℄. A lot of people
onditionally

ooperate in publi

good games. Su hlike individuals will

Vi e versa they will defe t, if others stop the
an be observed [13℄.

ooperate, if others will

ooperate, too.

ooperation. Even if parti ipants meet again, su h a behavior

If people expe t to retrieve useful knowledge in return, they are willing to

knowledge [2℄. This behavior

an be related to the

ontribute

on ept of re ipro ity. Knowledge sharing may even lead to

a higher reputation [2℄ of the knowledge sharer. A high reputation

an be seen as a means to advan e in

areer,

to be re ognized as an expert or to retrieve a better payment. So ial norms and so ial pressure also have an
inuen e on the knowledge sharing pra ti es [17℄. Behavior rules enfor ed by san tions of a group
s orn of the others if one will not
valuable to others may

an arise in a

ontribute to a knowledge repository. Individuals believing their

ontribution

ontribute [15℄. This is per eived e a y, when somebody believes his/her individual

ontributions help to a hieve a
have a positive inuen e on the

ommon goal. Furthermore, a sense of group identity and a sense of

ommunity

ontribution to knowledge repositories [13℄.

[1℄ suggest three possible solutions of the knowledge sharing dilemma: (1) restru turing the pay-o fun tion,
(2) in reasing per eived e a y of individual
personal responsibility. A
Individual pay-o
vin ed to make

ontributions, and (3) establishing group identity and promoting

ording to the theory, the manager

ould have dierent options in our explored

ase:

an be in reased by in reasing the benets per eived. For instan e employees may be

on-

omments in blogs, if they are shown that they

an take part in de ision-making pro esses by

providing immediate personal feedba k to the manager. Thereby they may also ease their own work and earn
reputation, thus in reasing their professional status. If the manager would

larify that feedba k is appre iated

and valuable to other employees, this may in rease the per eived e a y and lead to more frequent dis ussion. In
prin ipal, group identity in a SME may be higher,

ompared to large s ale enterprises. However,

ommuni ation
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via a weblog may even further enhan e group identity, whi h is bene iary for the development of an enterprise.
The manager should en ourage
nity

ommuni ation via the weblog and promote a sense of belonging to the

omposed of employees. Until now, no promotion a tivities

on erning the weblog have been

ommu-

ondu ted.

Approximately half of the employees were reading the weblog. The goal of the next question was to study
the barriers involved, when adopting internal weblogs in the

ontext of SMEs.

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%
Administrative

Technical

Fig. 4.6.

Content

Improving the weblog

Question A5: To what extent is the manager able to improve the weblog from a te hni al, an
organizational, and a ontent perspe tive?
Interpretation
All employees reading the weblog per eived the

ontent as appropriate for their demand of knowledge,

few of them mentioned to integrate hyperlinks to (external) resour es.
the most substantial

From an administrative perspe tive,

riti ism given by the employees dealt with the per eived low frequen y of posts. Nine

employees expli itly requested a higher number of posts and three employees a
frequen y of
to be su

entuated a

all for a higher

omments, too. A higher number of post seems to be one ne essary fa tor for ( orporate) weblogs

essful. By a hieving a higher number of

en ouraged to add
ategories, hen e

omments, be ause of re ipro ity, more employees

ould be

omments on their own, fa ilitating knowledge sharing. Two employees requested to utilize
lustering weblog posts and making them easier retrievable.

From a te hni al perspe tive,

three employees argued for making the weblog available from pla es outside the o e. The weblog design was
riti ized by three employees as not being very professional.
The substantial goal of the manager was to improve knowledge transfer towards the employees. The
question for group A addressed, whether the weblog had

losing

ontributed to a hieve that goal.

Question A6: Has the knowledge transfer from manager to employees been improved by the
weblog ompared to the previous (yes, rather yes, rather no, no)?
Interpretation
Nine employees answered `yes', seven employees `rather yes'. The weblog
knowledge transfer from manager to employees, and the information

onstituted a new medium for

ommuni ated was of su ient relevan e
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Better knowledge transfer through blogging

to read the weblog. Three employees stated `rather no' reasoning with the low frequen y of posts, while one
employee answered `no'. Past resear h on knowledge management led to a broad range of knowledge transfer
instruments, whi h were proposed to fa ilitate knowledge transfer by means of organizational, so iologi al and
te hnologi al approa hes [27℄. In an SME

ontext, someone

ould argue that te hnologi al fa ilitators might

be unsuidtable as opposed to organizational or so iologi al instruments. However, we found an internal weblog
to provide a good te hnologi al fa ilitation of knowledge transfer, even in SMEs where the number of possible
re ipients is lower and hierar hies are at,

ompared to larger enterprises.

Subsequent, the results of the surveyed group B are displayed. Questions B1-B2 dealt with the rationale of
employees not reading the weblog.

Question B1: I do not read the weblog be ause. . .
Interpretation
The majority

onsisting of eight employees denied reading be ause they simply forgot either the existen e

or the URL of the weblog. Sin e its introdu tion as a new information portal, only one e-mail had been written
by the author to promote the new weblog. Three employees

riti ized the weblogs's la king ability to be read

via web-based feed readers. Two employees did not read weblogs at all and one employee argued a la k of time
for reading a tivities beside the work tasks.
Weblogs provide good means to store and ar hive knowledge and make it easily a

essible to (new) employ-

ees. Explaining the weblog's goals to employees might help to establish it as an ee tive tool for knowledge
transfer and / or sharing. If done so, the employees will better understand why they should read the weblog, and
whi h individual benet they generate by doing so. Su h a status
a tivities, whi h are

ould be a hieved by the help of promotion

ru ial even in SMEs to sustain a weblog in its initial phase. If negle ted, the weblog

ould

remain unknown to new employees and some may even forget its existen e.

Question B2: I would read the weblog if. . .
Interpretation
Nine employees did not see any relevan e in the published
or used dierent

ontent with respe t to their personal work tasks,

hannels to obtain requested information while the weblog did not provide any new insights
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Arguments against reading the weblog

to them. Six employees indi ated to read the weblog if they re eived a noti ation for new posts
instan e via email.

Three employees stated to read the weblog, if it were a

reated, for

essible from the web allowing

subs ription with web-based feed readers. Due to the fa t that the author of the weblog

ondu ted almost no

promotion, new employees did not learn about its existen e. However, three employees were not able to provide
a rationale for their non-reading behavior and promised to read the weblog in future.
One

ommon argument for weblogs is its potential to redu e information overload and interruptions, whi h

are often both

aused by emails. However,

ertain employees might favor solutions based on push-me hanisms

over those based on pull-me hanisms. As a result of his resear h in Enterprise 2.0, [16℄ also des ribed knowledge
workers preferring

hannels over portals.

Adopting weblogs is dierent to using email and on this a

aords proper training among the employees for ee tive usage in

orporate

ount

ommuni ation.

Questions B-B3.1 addressed, whether a weblog is per eived as an instrument for knowledge transfer by
the nonreaders at all. Besides that, we wanted to examine preferred knowledge transfer instruments from an
employee's perspe tive.

Question B3: From your point of view, whi h parti ular a tivities are able to improve the
knowledge transfer from manager to employees?
Interpretation
Prior to this survey, we assumed that non readers would not per eive the weblog as an instrument to fa ilitate
knowledge transfer, but interestingly eight employees did. Besides that, personal talks, meetings, email, jour
xes and informal talks were named. Six employees pla ed importan e on personal meetings between manager
and employees. Our results show, that employees in SMEs seem to request more loseness towards their manager.
On this a
internal

ount employees

ould prefer fa e-to-fa e situations, although ee tive and e ient tools to support

ommuni ation, in luding weblogs, are available.

Question B3.1: Do weblogs a
Interpretation

ount for knowledge transfer instruments?

More than two third of the employees a knowledged weblogs as fa ilitators of knowledge transfer, expli itly
naming asyn hrony, ease of transporting information, little eort for operation and the informal narrative
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Motivation for reading the weblog

Five employees negated, thereby mentioning the huge eort of retrieving relevant

information. Noti ations of new posts were not provided in this

ase, either. In addition, informal information

hannels seem to be available in a manageable number in SMEs. Moreover, they are easily a
rendering information

more blog posts

essible by anybody,

ommuni ated via the weblog unne essary. Furthermore, information relevant for daily

work assignments was not published.

Weblogs seem ee tive, if people are

apable to ee tively use them.

However, this may require intensive personal training both te hni al to operate the weblog and pra ti al to
a

urately use the weblog.
Summarizing our ndings, we derived the following tentative hypotheses for validation in further studies:

•

Weblogs will be read, if they provide su iently interesting

ontent that is not available from alternative

sour es.

•

The frequen y of posts illustrates a key fa tor for weblog su

ess in terms of popularity. A low frequen y

onstitutes a barrier to per eive the weblog as a knowledge transfer instrument.

•

Commenting to weblog posts leads to a

hange of the knowledge workers' per eption of the weblog as

a pure information portal, hen e fa ilitating knowledge sharing.

•

La king skills and personal weblog pra ti es lead to an inee tive utilization of weblogs in terms of
knowledge transfer, e.g when employees demand noti ation features that are available but unknown
to them.

•

Weblogs require training, both in fun tions and pra ti es on the side of the blogger, as well as on the
side of the readers in

•

A

orporate settings to sustain ee tiveness and e ien y.

ess restri tions regarding tools and/or lo ation will

oni t with weblog reading pra ti es, potentially

resulting in dissatisfa tion.

•
•
•

Weblogs have to be promoted by the authors to ee tively use them as fa ilitators of knowledge transfer.
Internal weblogs in SMEs are able to improve knowledge transfer in prin iple.
Employees will have limited desire to read the weblog if they per eive the relevan e of the published
ontent too low with respe t to their daily work assignments.
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5. Limitation of resear h and future work.
fa t that known preliminary a ademi

jour fixes

The motivation for our single- ase study was based on the

ase-studies fo used on large-s ale enterprises, but most of the enterprises

worldwide are made up of SMEs. We intended to advan e weblog resear h to an SME

ontext, referring to their

large population.
However, one limitation of the ndings generated by our study is noteworthy: First of all, data for deriving
our hypotheses was generated by only one weblog in one SME. Single- ase studies provide limited utility for
generalization. However, unlike surveys,
on the basis of empiri al data
generalization,

ase studies do not make inferen es about a population (or universe)

olle ted about a sample [32℄.

ase studies do not reason about the sele ted

are to be sele ted as a laboratory investigator sele ts the topi

In

ontrast to methods based on statisti al

ases as being sampling units. Individual
of a new experiment [32℄. If we had

ases

ondu ted

a multiple- ase study, the developed tentative hypotheses would have a stronger basis, allowing repli ation
of ndings.

Keeping that in mind, we intend to test the hypotheses derived within further

investigate whether

6. Con lusion.

Our exploratory

ase study aimed at generating ndings about internal weblogs in SMEs

from a knowledge management perspe tive.
single

ase studies to

orroboration may be a hieved.

The overall

ontributions of our paper are deep insights into a

ase of a weblog adoption and the formulation of a set of tentative hypotheses. Our study

rst step for more

omprehensive investigations. In

on lusion, we outline our

onstitutes a

ontributions to organizational

weblog resear h in a nutshell.
Unsurprisingly, it seems, that weblogs also suer from the knowledge sharing dilemma, although through
their simpli ity, they will signi antly redu e the
onstitute one key fa tor for weblog su

ost of

ontributing knowledge. A high frequen y of posts may

ess in terms of popularity. However, a low number of

omments does

not automati ally equate a low number of readers. Our results suggest, that te hniques from weblog resear h
in luding so ial network analysis, whi h are purely based on ele troni
if applied in the

tra es, may lead to invalid ndings

ontext of SMEs having only a single or a small set of weblogs.

Our ndings suggest that

employees, who do not author weblogs themselves, together with their oine tra es, should be explored.
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Are weblogs knowledge transfer instruments

As our exploration revealed, weblogs do not run like a

lo kwork, but have to be a tively and professionally

promoted, even in SMEs where the number of employees is lower and group identity may be higher. A tighter
involvement of readers posting

omments might in rease their per eived e a y, thus leading to a livelier, and

perhaps a more ee tive weblog fa ilitating knowledge transfer and sharing. Having more employees publishing
ontent may also in rease re ipro ity, attra ting more and more fellows.
We found that knowledge made expli it in a weblog by a prominent knowledge barrier (e.g. a manager)
alone stimulates a high motivation for a group of people to read the weblog. It seems that employees will prefer
weblogs providing information, whi h is of su ient interest or dire t relevan e for their work assignments and
not available from other

hannels. Explaining the goals of the weblog to employees frequently will remind them

to keep in tou h with the weblog.
We found that spe i

IT infrastru tures

ould establish barriers,

olliding with the reading pra ti es of the

employees. Our results suggest removing these obsta les through proper training on

orporate weblog pra ti es

and fun tions, whenever possible. This will redu e possible dissatisfa tion amongst the employee whi h is

aused

by inee tive usage patterns.
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